Exploratory activity and response to a spatial change in rats with hippocampal or posterior parietal cortical lesions.
Rats with bilateral lesions of posterior parietal cortex (PPC: Krieg's Area 7) or dorsal hippocampus (HIP) were compared with controls for their response to environmental change. In the first experiment, following subjects' exploration of a relatively homogeneous open-field environment, a stimulus-rat was introduced at a particular location beneath the glass floor. All groups selectively explored the location of the stimulus-rat, but only the control and PPC groups displayed habituation. On removal of the stimulus-rat, only the control group selectively re-explored the place where the stimulus-rat had been. A second experiment, similar to the first, used additional prominent visual cues beneath the floor. When the cues were spatially separate from the location of the stimulus-rat (Dissociated object condition), the same results were obtained as in the first experiment. When the additional cues were positioned close to the stimulus-rat location (Associated object condition), habituation occurred in all groups including the hippocampal group, and again the removal of the stimulus-rat resulted in a selective re-exploration of its former location in the control group only. However, a selective preference for staying at the stimulus-rat's previous location was found in PPC animals as in controls. Hippocampal rats failed to investigate the location of the missing stimulus in all conditions. The results confirm the role played by the hippocampus in spatial memory and suggest that the posterior parietal cortex is involved in the cognitive-demanding aspects of spatial encoding, particularly in environments that are poorly visually differentiated.